
Do quora writers get paid for writing questions and answers?

Do writers on Quora get paid?

Yes. Quora pays us a small sum of money every time we answer a question. This is one of the ways that we keep good writers
coming back to the site: all writers, including those who are already successful and widely read, start off by writing for free. But
as your answers get upvoted and commented on, you will find that some of them become very popular. If an answer of yours
ends up being on the first page of Google results for a widely searched term, you can make a lot of money from it over time.

Quora program pays people who contribute
You can also make money from advertising links in your answers. In order to do this, though, you need to have at least 100K
page views per month across all your answers. Each page view (a single visit to an answer page) is worth about $0.00015. I
earned $5,000 from it in 2013, and I know many others who have also received payments from them.

Here is my closely-guarded secret to finding unlimite answers to any question you can think of it click here to get access.
Getting paid is a combination of the number of questions you answer on a particular topic,. It is the only way to make your quora
content rank and get paid. Once I published 100 answers in the health care topic I started to see consistant income from Quora.

Quora is a great resource for getting affiliate commissions and backlinks. It's easy to search for topics and see what questions
people are asking that aren't easily answered by Google. You can then take some of those questions and answer them with the 
faq service on fiverr. And put them on your own blog or website, and make passive income with Google adsense.
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